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REGIONAL GOVERNMENT FOR LAKE TAHOE
On December 18, 1969, the Congress of the United States ratified
the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact.1 The compact, which had
previously been adopted by California and Nevada,2 created the Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency (TRPA), a bi-state organization with broad
powers to develop and enforce a plan of orderly development and re-
source control in the Lake Tahoe basin.'
Creation of TRPA gives official recognition to the need for com-
prehensive planning in the Lake Tahoe basin in order to preserve the
area's natural beauty and irreplaceable environment. In recent years
Lake Tahoe has changed from an isolated summer resort into a year-
round residential and recreation area. The task of regulating the de-
velopment of the basin offers a unique challenge to the regional govern-
ment concept. A brief overview of the legal and political problems at-
tending the creation of TRPA and the difficulties it faces in fulfilling its
legislative mandate will illustrate the general obstacles to any future
regional authority that may be created for the conservation of natural
resources.
I. The Uniqueness of Lake Tahoe
Controlling the development of the Lake Tahoe basin offers a chal-
lenge to any regional authority. The basin covers a region of more than
500 square miles. The 200-square mile lake is surrounded by mountain
ranges and a gently sloping rim suitable for moderate human occupancy
and development. 4 Within this region are portions of two California
1. Pub. L. No. 91-148, 83 Stat. 360 (1969). U.S. CONST. art. I, § 10, cl. 3,
provides: "No State shall, without the Consent of Congress, ... enter into any
Agreement or Compact with another State...." This "compact approach" to inter-
state problems was recommended by the Supreme Court in Colorado v. Kansas, 320
U.S. 383, 392 (1943). See generally R. LEACH & R. Sucm, THE ADMINISTRATION OF
INTERSTATE COMAcTs (1959); Frankfurter & Landis, The Compact Clause of the
Constitution-A Study in Interstate Adjustments, 34 YALE LJ. 685 (1925); Weakley,
Interstate Compacts in the Law of Air and Water Pollution, 3 NAT. Ran. J. 81 (1970).
2. CAL. GOV'T CODE H9 66800-01; NEV. REv. STAT. H9 277.190-.200 (1968)
[hereinafter cited as TRPA].
3. CAL. GoV'T CODE § 66801, art. 1II(a); NEV. REv. STAT. § 277.200, art.
M1(a) (1968).
4. REPORT OP THE LAYE TAuOE JoiNT STUDY COMMITTEE 9 (1967) [hereinafter
cited as JOINT STUDY COMITTEE]. This committee was created in 1965 by the con-
current legislation of California (SB 149) and Nevada (AB 552). It was a nine-man
committee, four from each state and a ninth member-at-large selected by these eight,
required to study and develop recommendations on an area-wide agency to provide for
orderly development of the Lake Tahoe basin. CAL. STAT. 1965, ch. 1231, § 3.
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counties-El Dorado and Placer, and three Nevada counties-Wa-
shoe, Douglas and Ormsby.'
Management of the human population within the basin presents
unique governmental problems. There are an estimated 28,100 year-
round residents, and three-fourths of these are concentrated on the south
shore of the lake." During the summer vacation period the actual popu-
lation of the basin soars to over 150,000. By 1980 the resident popu-
lation is expected to rise to 49,000, with a peak of 313,000 summer
residents.7  The region's local economy is geared toward the transient
population-the tourists. 8  Since the leading employers in the Tahoe
area are the Nevada gambling etablishments, the future growth of the
population and the economy will probably be determined by the future
of the gambling businessP This recreation-oriented economy is subject
to great seasonal fluctuations.' ° To stabilize the region's economy,
local governments can be expected to encourage permanent residen-
tial and industrial development that will probably prove detrimental
to environmental conservation."
Present local governments are faced with the task of achieving a
crucial balance between exploitation and preservation of the varied re-
sources of Lake Tahoe.' 2  This task is especially difficult because the
sectors of the counties within the basin offer a lucrative tax base for lo-
cal governments. A disproportionate share of county revenue comes
from the basin sector of the county. In California, the Placer County
regional sector accounts for 23 percent of the assessed valuation but
5. The committee's map shows the relation of these counties to Lake Tahoe.
See Political Geography of Lake Tahoe, JOINT STUDY COMMITTEE 10.
6. JOINT STUoY COMMITTEE 52. The Nevada gambling casinos are located in
this area, just across the border from Stateline, California.
7. Id. at 12.
8. "At the present time, the City of South Lake Tahoe's industrial and eco-
nomic base has its reliance on tourism, construction, and related services . . . primarily
oriented to Nevada gambling." PLANNING DEP'T, CITY OF SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, FOUR-
TEEN THOUSAND PLANNERS: A PLANNING PROGRAM FOR THE CITY OF SOUTH LAKE
TAHOE 53 (1967).
9. WILSEY, HAM & BLAIR, MILLBRAE, CALIFORNIA-CONSULTANTS, TECHNICAL
SUPPLEMENT, PRELIMINARY PLAN REPORT, LAKE TAHOE 1980 REGIONAL PLAN PRO-
GRAM ch. 6 at 31 (1961). Forty-five percent of total employment covered by the un-
employment insurance laws is accountable by employment in gaming. Id. at 30
[hereinafter cited as TECHNICAL SUPPLEMENT].
10. JOINT STUDY COMMITTEE 52-54. "Traffic counts indicate that the number of
automobiles entering the Region during August is four times as great as the number of
vehicles coming in January. Gaming receipts in Douglas County are consistently twice
as high during the third quarter of each year as during the first quarter, and retail
sales in the City of South Lake Tahoe follow the same trend." Id. at 53.
11. See note 180 infra.
12. See Open Sesame, 81 TIME, Apr. 12, 1963, at 60, describing the opening of
a new casino; Keeping Tahoe Alive, 88 TIME, Aug. 12, 1966, at 46.
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contains only 7 percent of the population of the county. The El Dorado
County regional sector has 50 percent of the county's assessed valuation
and 40 percent of its population. While the Douglas County regional
sector in Nevada accounts for more than half the assessed valuation and
contains about half the population of the county, the Washoe County
regional sector has 2.4 percent of the county's population and 5.5 per-
cent of its assessed valuation. 13
To meet the ever-increasing costs of county services, the local
governments can be expected to take advantage of the basin to increase
their tax revenues. 14  With pressures for new development projects in-
creasing to meet the needs of the rising population-permanent and
transient-a county government exercising loose developmental controls
could destroy the region's environmental quality. 5
At present, too many separate government authorities have re-
sponsibility for controlling development and providing services to the
population within the basin. 6 In addition to the five counties pre-
viously mentioned, there is the recently incorporated City of South Lake
Tahoe in California's El Dorado County. There are also a dozen fed-
eral and state agencies with varying degrees of responsibility and au-
thority.17  The situation is further complicated by the geographic bar-
riers which hinder efficient administration of county government. For
example, Auburn and Placerville, the respective county seats of Placer
and El Dorado Counties, are located as far as 75 miles across the moun-
tains from Lake Tahoe."
Local governments have tried to respond to the problem. The
City of South Lake Tahoe was incorporated especially to deal with the
rapid growth in the south shore area.19 A study was also initiated to
investigate the feasibility of incorporating the Tahoe area of Placer
13. Jonr STUDy CoMMITTE 25. The Ormsby County portion of the basin at
the time of this study was virtually unsettled and accounted for only a negligible
amount of the total assessed valuation. Recent development may have changed the
situation.
14. JoiNT STUDY CoMMrI-rE 19.
15. See Jolrr STUDY CoMM=rru 42-48.
16. Id. at 14-21, and App. at 55-56, listing the numerous local, state and federal
authorities operating within the basin.
17. See note 16 supra. Among the federal authorities are the United States
Forest Service, Federal Aviation Authority, Soil Conservation Corps, Corps of Engi-
neers, Bureau of Reclamation and the Public Health Service. The major California
agencies are the Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Boad, Department of
Fish and Game and the State Division of Soil Conservation. From Nevada there are
the State Soil Conservation Committee and the Department of Fish and Game.
18. JoINT STUDY COMMIrEE 15.
19. T)cHNIcAL SuPPLEMENT ch. 2 at 30. Eighty-seven percent of all land suit-
able for development is in the south shore area. Interview with Gary C. Chase, City
Manager, City of South Lake Tahoe in City of South Lake Tahoe, Sept. 25, 1970.
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County.20 El Dorado and Placer Counties sponsored legislation that
would enable them to form a new county from their respective portions
bordering on Lake Tahoe,"' but this measure was vetoed by the Gov-
ernor of California.2" These efforts indicate that local governments rea-
lize the importance of a unified attempt to guide the development of
the basin, but the question of whether they are capable of effectively
controlling this development remains unanswered.
II. Creation of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
In 1965 a California Assembly Committee reported that the
general impact of development to date in the Lake Tahoe basin
has been serious, and in some areas thoughtless exploitation has
damaged the amenities beyond reasonable hope of recovery ...
[I]f growth in basin population continues at its present pace in
the absence of a responsible pattern of controls, the basin faces the
possibility of general and irreversible overexploitation.2 3
The committee found that
the complex pattern of governmental jurisdiction in the basin
makes all but impossible the unified, comprehensive approach to
basin management which is necessary to prevent overexploitation
24
To cope with the region's problems, the committee felt there was
"a clear need for the creation of some kind of bi-state regional au-
thority to govern basic development.1 21 Recognizing the need for ac-
tion, the legislatures of California and Nevada concurrently created the
Lake Tahoe Joint Study Committee. 6 This committee was required to
study and develop recommendations for an area-wide agency that could
provide for the orderly development of the Lake Tahoe basin.21 In its
report to the legislatures in March 1967, the committee proposed legis-
lation to enact a regional agency. 8
20. W. ZION, INCORPORATION FEASIBILITY STUDY-TAHoE AREA OF PLACER COUNTY
(prepared for Placer Co. Bd. of Sups. 1966). This study concluded that incorporation
would not be justified on the basis of county service deficiencies. Id. at 3. "LT]he
primary difficulty is that the county seat is nearly 100 miles away, and the Tahoe area
has its own distinct characteristics and feelings." Id. at 4. The study goes on to point
out that a disadvantage in incorporation would be the political and governmental re-
sponsibilities that would be required of local citizens if the municipality were to be
successful.
21. A.B. 1941, Cal. Leg., Reg. Sess. (1969).
22. 4 ASSEMBLY JouR. 8361, Cal. Legis., Reg. Sess. (Sept. 4, 1969).
23. REPORT OF THE ASSEMBLY INTERIM COMM. ON NATURAL REsouRCEs, PLAN-
NING, AND PUBLIC Woms, Regional Planning in the Lake Tahoe Basin (1965) in
2 APPENDIX TO THE JOURNAL OF THE ASSEMBLY, 25 Assembly Interim Comm. R. No. 4
at 9 (1965).
24. Id. at 10.
25. Id.
26. CAL. STAT. 1965, ch. 1231.
27. See note 4 supra.
28. JOINT STUDY COMMITTEE 29-41.
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In response to this recommendation, both California and Nevada
passed legislation creating TRPA. The proposals of the Joint Study
Committee29 were compromised during the legislative process and the
resulting agency is a much weaker regional authority than the com-
mittee deemed necessary to effectively regulate development in the
Lake Tahoe basin. A comparison of the legislation initially intro-
duced in both states and the measures that were finally adopted illus-
trates the strength of the forces opposing effective regional government.
A. California Legislation
After the committee released its report, the California legislature
responded immediately with Assembly Bill 1362.30 This bill, following
the recommendations of the committee, called for the creation of a
strong regional agency to cope with problems in the basin. The
bill's legislative mandate expressly recognized the inability of local
governments to control basin development:
[The] problems of resource use and deficiencies of environmental
control . ..cannot be adequately dealt with by the existing sys-
tem of governmental planning and administration, [and] the exist-
ing local government jurisdictions in the region are in need of assist-
ance and strengthening within a regional framework. .... 31
The mandate also declared that the creation of a bi-state agency of re-
gional government was imperative to "prevent irreparable injury to Lake
Tahoe as a unique national treasure of the people of the United States
[and] a rich natural asset of the peoples of the States of California and
Nevada. ... 32
1. Original Proposals
This strong legislative intent to create an effective regional au-
thority was evidenced by the proposed composition of the agency and
the powers given to it by the new bill. The decision-making body of
the proposed agency was to be a 15-member governing board. The
five counties in the region and the City of South Lake Tahoe were to
appoint one representative each. The governor of each state was to
appoint one representative who was a member of a state agency op-
erating in the region and three members-at-large. The fifteenth mem-
ber was to be appointed by the President of the United States.33 Agency
action on any matter required a majority vote of the governing board,
provided that a majority of the members appointed from each state were
present. Approval of fiscal and monetary matters required the ma-
29. Id.
30. A.B. 1362, Cal. Legis., Reg. Sess. (1967) [hereinafter cited as AB 1362].
31. AB 1362 § 1, ch. 1.
32. Id. (emphasis added).
33. Id. at ch. 3, art. 1.
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jority vote of the members present from each state.3 4 Thus, the compo-
sition of the board tended to shift control over regulation of the basin
from the local governments to a regional authority representing state-
wide interests.
This governing board was to have extensive powers over any de-
velopment in the Tahoe basin. All master plans, ordinances and regu-
lations concerning uses within the basin had to be approved by the
agency.35 Local subdivision plans and other possible sources of sedi-
mentation in the lake were required to be submitted to the agency for
review. 6 To regulate basin development, the agency was to adopt a
comprehensive long-term regional plan, 7 a regional interim plan38 and
"all necessary ordinances, rules, regulations and policies" 39 to effectuate
these plans. The bill gave the agency sufficient powers to enforce these
comprehensive plans, and any local ordinances, regulations or stan-
dards violating the interim or regional plan were void and of no effect.4"
The agency also had the expressed power to enjoin any threatened vio-
lation of the plans. 4
1
To finance its operations, the agency had the power to tax the
respective counties and the power to implement its own program of capi-
tal and public works improvements. 42  This power freed the agency
from the possibility of a local financial stranglehold and allowed it to
operate as an independent, effective force for regional control.
The assembly bill made one significant addition to the original
Joint Study Committee proposal; it created the California Tahoe Re-
gional Planning Agency (CTRPA).43  This California agency was to
have the same authority in the California portion of the basin as the bi-
state agency would have in the entire region,44 and its membership was
to be the same as California's delegation to the governing body of the
bi-state agency.4 5 The California agency was an interim agency with
the power to deal with regional problems until the bi-state agency was
34. Id.
35. Id. at ch. 4.
36. Id. at ch. 5, art. 2.
37. Id. at ch. 3, art. 3.
38. Id. at ch. 4, art. 1.
39. Id. at ch. 4, art. 2.
40. Id. at ch. 5, art. 3.
41. Id.
42. Id. at ch. 6, art. 1.
43. AB 1362 § 4. Added Title 7.5 (commencing with § 67000) to the CAL.
GOV'T CODE [hereinafter cited as CTRPA]. Compare JoiNT STUDy COMMITTEE 29-41
with AB 1362. The significance of this California agency becomes apparent when later
legislation to create the bi-state agency substantially weakened the original California
proposal. See note 188 & accompanying text infra.
44. AB 1362 § 4.
45. Id.
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created, at which time CTRPA would dissolve.46
2. Legislative Compromises
The assembly bill underwent major changes by amendment before
it was finally adopted on August 30, 1967.11 The overall effect of these
changes was to create a weaker regional authority than originally pro-
posed. The force of the legislative mandate in the original bill was
substantially weakened. The final bill no longer expressly recognized
the acute need for regional control but merely stated that the region was
experiencing problems of resource use and that there was a need to
enhance efficiency and governmental effectiveness. 4 No mention was
made of the need to preserve the lake for the "people of the United
States" or the "people of the States of California and Nevada. 49  This
last deletion deemphasized national and state-wide interest in the area
and tends to make the problems of Lake Tahoe matters of purely local
concern.
This emphasis on local regulation also appeared in a second ma-
jor change in the original bill. The 15-member governing board, with
a majority of the members representing statewide interests,5 0 was
changed to a locally-controlled body. Five members of the governing
body were dropped in the final version-four members-at-large and the
federal advisory member. As a result of this change, local representa-
tives now comprise the majority of the governing body;5" this same ma-
jority is allowed to pass on any matter acted on by the agency. 2
The exact authority of the agency over the planning of local
governments was blurred by amendments to the original bill. The
agency's regulatory power was reduced to supervisory authority.
Agency approval of all master plans, ordinances and regulations con-
cerning uses within the basin was not required in the final version, as it
was in the original bill,53 and local subdivision plans and other possible
sources of sedimentation in the lake no longer required agency re-
view.54 Still, the agency did retain the authority to adopt regional and
interim plans and the necessary regulations to implement those plans; 55
the agency's control would certainly be more effective if it still possessed
the expressed power to review local activity as originally proposed.
46. Id. at § 5.
47. CAL. STAT. 1967, ch. 1589 [hereinafter cited as Ch. 1589].
48. Compare AB 1362 § 1, ch. 1 with Ch. 1589, § 1, art. I(b).
49. Compare AB 1362 § 1, ch. 1 with Ch. 1589, § 1, art. I(c).
50. See text accompanying note 33 supra.
51. Compare AB 1362 § 1, ch. 3 with Ch. 1589, art. 111(a).
52. Ch. 1589, art. IH1(g). A block vote from local representatives alone could
halt any agency action.
53. Compare AB 1362 § 1, ch. 4, art. 2 with Ch. 1589, § 1, art. V.
54. Compare AB 1362 § 1, ch. 5, art. 2 with Ch. 1589, § 1, art. VI.
55. See text accompanying notes 37-39 supra.
The agency's powers to enforce its plans were also somewhat re-
duced. Local statutes in violation of the interim or regional plans
were no longer void, and the injunction power was deleted.56 In the
final version, the agency can only police the region to ensure compliance
with its plans; any violation is now a misdemeanort and the agency can
bring legal action against violators, 58 but it cannot enjoin the violation.
Forcing the agency to rely primarily on misdemeanor prosecutions to
effect its plans substantially reduces its authority to enforce its deci-
sions; the injunction power should have been retained to provide the
agency with an immediately effective enforcement tool.59
The agency's power to finance its activity was also limited in the
final bill. It no longer has the power to tax but must prepare its annual
budget and apportion this amount between the counties within the re-
gion. The counties may pay their share from available funds or may levy
a tax on taxable property within the county.60 Thus, the agency is
more dependent on local cooperation for financial support under the
final version of the bill than was originally proposed.
One additional change is noteworthy. A technical advisory com-
mittee was created to assist the governing body in its planning decisions.
It was composed of the planning officers of each of the five counties
and the City of South Lake Tahoe, the directors of sanitation of El
Dorado and Placer Counties, the executive officer of the Lahontan Re-
gional Water Quality Control Board and TRPA's executive officer.6 '
Although its capacity is stated as advisory only, its influence should not
be discounted. The net result of this addition is that the governing
body, composed of local citizens, is advised on its decisions by the mem-
bers of an advisory committee which is also composed of local citizens.
In essence, significant changes in California's legislation resulted
in a weaker legislative mandate for regional control, a shift to local
control over planning and decision making, a reduction in regulatory
powers and financial dependence on local governments. 62  The strong
56. Compare AB 1362, § 1, ch. 5, art. 3 with Ch. 1589, § 1, art. V.
57. Ch. 1589, § 1, art. VI(f).
58. Ch. 1589, § 1, art. VI(e).
59. Cf. K. DAvis, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TEXT 425 (1959). Under the original
bill, the agency was not required to allege facts necessary to show irreparable damage
or loss, thereby expediting any enforcement action the agency should deem necessary.
See AB 1362, § 1, ch. 5, art. 3.
60. Compare AB 1362, § 1, ch. 6, art. 1 with Ch. 1589, § 1, art. VII(a).
61. Ch. 1589, § 1, art. 111(h).
62. As could be expected, proponents of AB 1362 attempted to revitalize the
original bill. For example, a senate attempt to reestablish the four members-at-large
cut by an earlier assembly action returned from committee virtually unaltered. Com-
pare second reading of AB 1362 (3 S. JOUR. 3712-13, Cal. Legis., Reg. Sess. (July 14,
1967) ) with the bill returned from the committee without the proposed changes
(id. at 4010 (July 27, 1967) ).
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measure for regional control that was envisioned by the Joint Study
Committee was reduced to a local planning agency with supervisory
and limited regulatory authority. Contrary to the committee's recom-
mendations, the California legislation left the control of the basin in the
hands of the local governments.
B. Nevada's Legislation
Six months after California enacted Assembly Bill 1362, Nevada
adopted a comparable proposal;63 Nevada's agency differed signifi-
cantly from the California proposal. It was even a weaker regional
authority, with greater local controls over its activity. The Nevada
legislation, unlike California's, did not require the representatives to
the governing body to be members of the board of county commissioners
or to own property within the region.64 Thus, Nevada counties had full
discretion in selecting agency members. The Nevada bill also required
a majority vote of the members present from each state to take action
on any matter, whereas California had placed such a requirement only
on fiscal and monetary matters.6 5 This change prevented one state from
approving any matter over the objection of the other state.
The planning powers of the agency were also somewhat reduced.
The Nevada bill required that whenever possible, the agency's regu-
lations and policies be confined to matters which are general and re-
gional in application, leaving to the jurisdiction of the respective states,
counties and cities the enactment of specific and local ordinances. 66
This provision did not appear in the California law.67 The California
proposal required that any proposed public works projects be approved
by TRPA.68 Nevada, however, merely stated that such projects should
be reviewed by the agency but could be constructed as proposed.69
Nevada also provided a "grandfather" clause to protect existing busi-
nesses or recreational establishments from any new restrictions that the
bi-state agency imposed.71
To finance TRPA's activities, California had allowed the coun-
ties to levy a tax on property within its boundaries. 7 Nevada required
that the affected counties pay from a general fund and placed a ceiling
63. NEv. REV. STAT. §§ 277.190-.200 (1968); NEVADA DEP'T OF CONSERVATION
AND NATURAL REsOURcES, COMPACTS FOR THE FUrUR (1970).
64. Compare Ch. 1589, § 1, art. MI(a) with NEV. REV. STAT. § 277.200, art.
I11(a) (1968).
65. Compare Ch. 1589, § 1, art. I1(g) with NEv. REv. STAT. § 277.200, art.
M(g) (1968).
66. NEV. REV. STAT. § 277.200, art. VI(a) (1968).
67. See Ch. 1589, § 1, art. VI.
68. Ch. 1589, § 1, art. VI(d).
69. NEv. REV. STAT. § 277.200, art. VI(d) (1968).
70. NEV. REv. STAT. § 277.200, art. VI(a) (1968).
71. Ch. 1589, art. VII(a).
of $150,000 on that share of the agency's budget which was to be ap-
portioned to the counties.72 In addition, Nevada established a general
fund in the state treasury to support TRPA.75
The Nevada provisions that differed from California's, with the
exception of a financial disclosure requirement,'74 generally reduced the
power of the agency. For example, the power merely to review pro-
posed public works projects without the power to deny such a proposal
is of little practical value. 75  The agency proposed by Nevada was even
more a general planning and reviewing body than the one detailed in the
California law.
C. Creation of the Bi-State Agency
In order to secure congressional approval of the bi-state compact,
the legislation of the two states had to be identical in every respect.70
California solved this problem by enacting Assembly Bill 1023. This
compromise measure was adopted on August 2, 1968, and took effect
immediately.77  The new bill amended the previous California legisla-
tion so that the proposed bi-state agency of each state was identical.78
To mitigate the weakening effect of the new proposal, some
changes were made in CTRPA. First, the California agency was not
to terminate upon approval of the bi-state proposal but was to continue
until its enacting legislation was repealed.79  Also, it maintained the
power to approve or disapprove proposed public works projects.80 Its
membership was to be the California members of the governing body
of TRPA,8' and $80,000 was appropriated from the general fund to fi-
nance TRPA and CTRPA.8 - As a result of this legislation, California
had an agency to enforce the dictates of TRPA in the California por-
tion of the Lake Tahoe basin, 3 and according to the provisions of
72. NEV. REV. STAT. § 277.200, art. VII(a) (1968).
73. NEV. REv. STAT. § 277.220 (1968).
74. NEV. REV. STAT. § 277.200, art. 111(a) (1968). A person appointed to the
governing body shall "disclose all his economic interests in the region, and shall
thereafter disclose any further economic interest which he acquires ... " California
had no such requirement.
75. See San Francisco Chronicle, Oct. 8, 1970, at 4, col. 4. Without waiting for
agency approval, Nevada state officials proceeded with construction plans for a new
Lake Tahoe State Park on the lake's northeast shoreline.
76. See Ch. 1589, § 4; NEV. REV. STAT. § 277.190 (1968).
77. CAL. STAT. 1968, ch. 988, § 7.
78. Compare CAL. GOV'T CODE §§ 66800-01 with NV. REV. STAT. §§ 277.190-
.200 (1968).
79. Compare Ch. 1589, § 4 with CAL. GOV'T CODE § 67130.
80. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 67103.1.
81. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 67041.1.
82. CAL. STAT. 1968, § 6.1, ch. 988, art. VIII.
83. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 67040. "It is the intent of the Legislature that the
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TRPA's legislation, CTRPA could adopt and enforce higher standards
of control within the California sector of the basin.8 4
Pending ratification of the compact, Nevada created the Nevada
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency in February 1969.85 This agency
was authorized to prepare a regional plan and exercise controls on de-
velopment in the Nevada portion of the basin, and it was to terminate
upon approval of the bi-state agency.86 Finally, over 4 years after the
initial legislation was introduced in California, the bi-state agency was
approved by Congress.8 7
As it presently exists, the agency is to prepare, adopt and main-
tain a comprehensive regional plan of development for the basin. This
plan is to include land uses, transportation, conservation, recreation and
public services and facilities. In preparing this plan TRPA is to "seek
to harmonize the needs of the region as a whole [and] the plans of the
counties and cities within the region. . . -8. The agency is to adopt
all necessary ordinances, regulations and policies to effectuate the
plan89 and may bring legal action to insure enforcement by local au-
thorities. 90
Agency decisions are made by the ten-member governing body,
with a majority vote among the five delegates from each state required
to take action on any matter.9 A majority of the governing body
members are representatives from the local governments, appointed by
their respective governing organizations.92
agency [CTRPA] be considered a 'political subdivision' as that term is used in Article
VI of the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact."
84. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. VI(a).
85. Nv. Rv. STAT. §§ 278.702-.770 (1968).
86. NEVADA DEP'T OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL REsouRcEs, COMPACTS FOR
TE FUTuRE (1970).
87. See text accompanying note 1 supra.
88. CAL. GoV'T CODE § 66801, art. V(b); Nnv. REv. STAT. § 277.200, art. V(b)
(1968).
89. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. VI(a); NEV. REv. STAT. § 277.200, art.
VI(a) (1968).
90. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. VI(e); NEV. REV. STAT. § 277.200, art. VI(e)
(1968).
91. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. M(g); NEv. REv. STAT. § 277.200, art. 1II
(g) (1968).
92. The California delegation consists of two local supervisors appointed by
their county boards; one councilman, appointed by the Council of the City of South
Lake Tahoe; one nonresident of the region, appointed by the governor, subject to senate
approval; and the Administrator of the California Resources Agency. CAL. Gov'T
CODE § 66801, art. M1(a). Nevada is represented by one member appointed by each
of the Boards of County Commissioners of the three Nevada counties, one non-
resident of the region appointed by the governor, and the Director of the Nevada De-
partment of Conservation and Natural Resources. NEv. REv. STAT. § 277.200, art.
M11(a) (1968). In addition to this active membership, there is a nonvoting representa-
tive of the United States appointed by the President. Pub. L. No. 91-148, 83 Stat.
360, § 3 at 369 (1969).
11. Operation of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
A. The Regional Plan
The first meeting of TRPA was convened on March 19, 1970.
Its general purpose was well stated in a recent paper prepared by the
agency's staff:
The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency was created to adopt and en-
force a regional (basinwide) plan of resource conservation and or-
derly development, in order that an equilibrium between the re-
gion's natural endowment and manmade environment may be
maintained, its scenic beauty and recreational opportunities may be
preserved, and that the efficiency and effectiveness of its govern-
mental activities may be enhanced.93
The purpose of the agency's regional plan is to control future
growth and development in the basin. It will establish general guide-
lines and criteria to be followed by any development project, and these
standards will be enforced by regulations and policies adopted by the
agency and the local jurisdictions. Pending final adoption of a regional
plan, an interim plan was implemented to provide immediate guide-
lines for proposed basin development.94
B. Interim Plan
The interim plan sets forth the general goals and policies of the
agency in regard to basin development. The provisions of the plan are
broad and confined to matters which are general in application. No
specific restrictions are mentioned. For example, a land use policy
reads: "Land use and other controls must insure the protection of the
unique characteristics of the region."95  The enactment of specific con-
trols is accordingly left to the various jurisdictions within the region.",
It is important to note that the interim plan is merely a composite of
the master development plans of the jurisdictions within the basin. 7
Until specific rules and regulations can be adopted by TRPA to imple-
ment the more comprehensive regional plan-which is due in Septem-
ber 1971 98 -existing local regulations remain in full effect.99 Local de-
93. TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY, Staff Paper: Tahoe-A Second Look
2 (Aug. 26, 1970) (unpublished) (essentially the same wording as CAL. GOV'T CODE
§ 66801, art. I) (on file at Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 1052 Tata Lane, South
Lake Tahoe, CA 95705) [hereinafter cited as Staff Paper].
94. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. V(d).
95. TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY, Interim Plan 4 (Aug. 26, 1970) (on
file at Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 1052 Tata Lane, South Lake Tahoe, CA 95705)
96. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. IV(a).
97. See Hearing on Interim Plan before the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
and the Advisory Planning Commission, Exhibit A (Aug. 26, 1970) (on file at Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency, 1052 Tata Lane, South Lake Tahoe, CA 95705) (hereinafter
cited as TRPA Hearing].
98. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. V(b).
99. See note 97 supra.
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velopment, however, must still satisfy TRPA requirements, and any
variance may be disapproved by the governing body. 00 Thus, TRPA
is attempting to regulate the development of the Lake Tahoe basin with
the present local ordinances acting as temporary regulations imple-
menting the overall policies and objectives of the interim plan.
At first it may seem an unreasonable and unwarranted use of the
police power to regulate development of land on the basis of a mere tem-
porary measure such as the interim plan.'01 California courts, however,
100. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. VI(b).
101. CAL. CoNsT. art. XI, § 11 sets forth what is commonly termed the police
power: "Any county, city, town, or township may make and enforce within its limits
all such local, police, sanitary, and other regulations as are not in conflict with general
laws." For a land-use regulation to be upheld as a valid exercise of the police power it
must reasonably tend to promote the public morals, health, safety or general welfare as
well as add to the prosperity of the community. Lockard v. City of Los Angeles, 33
Cal. 2d 453, 202 P.2d 38 (1949). The limit on the police power is imposed by section
14, article I of the California Constitution which provides that "[p1rivate property
shall not be taken or damaged for public use without just compensation ...... As ap-
plied to zoning restrictions, the essence of this protection is that "[ala ordinance
which permanently so restricts the use of property that it cannot be used for any rea-
sonable purpose goes . . . beyond regulation, and must be recognized as a taking of
the property." Arverne Bay Const. Co. v. Thatcher, 278 N.Y. 222, 232, 15 N.E.2d
587, 592 (1938). In Commissioner of Natural Resources v. S. Volpe & Co., 349 Mass.
104, 206 N.E.2d 666 (1965), the defendant was enjoined from filling marshlands on his
property in violation of a Massachusetts ordinance. The court recognized that the
protection of marine fisheries was a valid public purpose but remanded the case to
the trial court to determine if the ordinance was so restrictive as to prohibit any rea-
sonable use of the property and therefore amount to a taking. Id. at 110-11, 206 N.E.2d
at 671. California courts tend to uphold regulations for the public welfare in spite of
near total diminution in value of the restricted land. For example, in Consolidated
Rock Products Co. v. City of Los Angeles, 57 Cal. 2d 515, 370 P.2d 342, 20 Cal.
Rptr. 638, appeal dismissed, 371 U.S. 36 (1962), the court upheld the validity of a zon-
ing ordinance prohibiting lucrative rock and gravel operations on property that was
found to have a minimal value for any other purpose, except possibly livestock grazing
and certain types of horticulture and recreation. Id. at 530, 370 P.2d at 351, 20 Cal.
Rptr. at 647. Accord, Hamer v. Town of Ross, 59 Cal. 2d 776, 787, 382 P.2d 375, 382,
31 Cal. Rptr. 335, 342 (1963). This judicial deference to a legislative enactment for
the general welfare of the public is further indicated in decisions upholding the validity
of interim zoning restrictions imposed to allow preparation of a comprehensive de-
velopment plan. In Hunter v. Adams, 180 Cal. App. 2d 511, 4 Cal. Rptr. 776 (1960),
the City of Monterey refused to issue building permits in a sector of the city pending
a study to develop a comprehensive plan for urban renewal. Seeking a permit, the
appellants contended that the interim restriction constituted a "taking" in that they had
incurred great expense to prepare plans for construction and any delay would cause
further significant expenses. The court found the restriction on permits was reason-
ably necessary for the general public welfare. Id. at 523, 4 Cal. Rptr. at 784. Fur-
ther, it stated that the expense of preparing plans and the expense of delay were
such incidental injuries as not to constitute a "taking." Id. at 524, 4 Cal. Rptr. at 784.
The appellants also alleged that the interim restrictions were invalid because there
was no assurance that an ultimate plan would be adopted. The court determined that
planning is an integral part of community development, and the fact that a redevelop-
have recognized the validity and effectiveness of interim zoning plans
that were intended to be operational until a comprehensive scheme
could be developed. In Miller v. Board of Public Works"'0 the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court upheld such an emergency zoning ordinance. The
court took judicial notice of the long period of time necessary to pre-
pare an extensive zoning plan and stated that "it would be destructive
of the plan if, during the period of its incubation, parties seeking to
evade the operation . . .should be permitted to enter upon a course
• . .which might defeat. . . the ultimate execution of the plan."' 3
In 1964 the Attorney General of the State of California issued an
interesting opinion that is directly applicable to TRPA and reinforces its
position.' As an interim measure, to prevent indiscriminate filling
of San Francisco Bay while a study of the dangers of bay fill was being
prepared, the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) proposed
a moratorium on the filling and development of the bay. ABAG had
solicited an opinion from the Attorney General to determine whether
an ordinance imposing the 3-year moratorium would be a constitutional
exercise of the police power. The resulting opinion concluded that the
proposed ordinance, which declared that there is a public interest in the
bay and that indiscriminate filling is harmful, was a valid exercise of po-
lice power because it bears a reasonable relationship to a valid public
concern. Further, the requirement that a study be made in order to
prepare a comprehensive plan for bay development could be sustained
under the rationale of Miller and other cases1 5 upholding the validity
of proposed urban renewal plans.' 0 6
These holdings establish that TRPA's regulation of basin develop-
ment through use of the interim plan and existing local ordinances is a
valid exercise of police power. The local ordinances are "emergency"
ordinances to be used until the regional plan can be adopted. The in-
terim plan is in the interest of the general welfare of the region because
indiscriminate development of the Lake Tahoe basin could result in ir-
reversible overexploitation of the area. 07 This reason furnishes suffi-
ment agency had been.created, the project area designated, and funds set aside for the
project assured that a final plan would be adopted and that the appellants would not
be delayed indefinitely. Id. at 520-21, 4 Cal. Rptr. at 782-83.
102. 195 Cal. 477, 234 P. 381 (1925), appeal dismissed, 273 U.S. 781 (1927).
103. 195 Cal. 477, 496, 234 P. 381, 388 (1925). The court found that regulation
of the development of a community under a comprehensive and carefully considered
zoning plan tends to promote the general welfare of the communty and that inci-
dental damages to property from governmental activity to promote the public wel-
fare are not considered a taking of the property for which compensation must be paid.
Id. at 488-89, 234 P. at 385-86. Accord, Hunter v. Adams, 180 Cal. App. 2d 511, 4
Cal. Rptr. 776 (1960); Lima v. Woodruff, 107 Cal. App. 285, 290 P. 480 (1930).
104. 44 Op. Cal. Att'y Gen. 150 (1964).
105. See cases cited at note 103 supra.
106. 44 Op. Cal. Att'y Gen. 150, 151 (1964).
107. See text accompanying note 23 supra & materials cited at note 195 infra.
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cient rational ground for upholding the validity of the interim plan to
regulate development in the basin,108 pending adoption of the regional
plan.
C. Regulation Under the Regional Plan
To regulate the Lake Tahoe basin effectively, the TRPA regional
plan will have to be a detailed, comprehensive scheme of development.
The enabling legislation requires that the plan "seek to harmonize the
needs of the region as a whole,"' 9 and that the "ordinances, rules,
regulations and policies . . . be confined to matters which are general
and regional in application."1 0 The task of enacting specific ordi-
nances is left to local jurisdictions, and specific guidelines will there-
fore have to be developed and presented to the local governments to
regulate their implementation of the plan.
In order to be upheld as a valid exercise of the police power, the
regulations of the final plan must set forth extensive criteria"' that
rationally relate to the overall scheme of development." 2  As one au-
thority has noted:
California courts have upheld regulations alleged to be burdensome,
novel, and otherwise questionable when it was shown that such
regulations were part of a comprehensive scheme with each part re-
lated to the other."13
The regulations enacted as part of TRPA's regional plan will be in-
tended primarily to stabilize the region's economy while conserving its
aesthetic values."14 This will necessarily require the imposition of co-
ordinated land-use restrictions designed to preserve aesthetic qualities
108. Ci. Southern Pac. Co. v. Railroad Comm'n, 13 Cal. 2d 89, 121, 87 P.2d
1055, 1071 (1939), where the court stated that the judiciary will interfere only when
legislation is so manifestly unnecessary for the promotion of the public welfare that no
rational grounds exist for its enactment.
109. CALr. Gov'T CoD § 66801, art. V(b).
110. Id. art. VI(a).
111. Id. art. V(b). See, e.g., SAN FRANcIsco BAY CONSERVATON AND DEv.
COMM'N, SAN FRANcisco BAY PLAN (1969).
112. For an excellent discussion of the legal questions involved in an analogous
situation, see I. HEYMAN, PowERs: RIGuLATIoN-LEoAL QUEsToNs (San Francisco
Bay Conservation and Dev. Conm'n background study vol. 1 for the SAN FRANcIsco
BAY PLAN, 1968) [hereinafter cited as PowERs]. A comprehensive plan is required
to indicate that individual property owners are being treated fairly and that the restric-
tions on the use of their property are not arbitrary and capricious in nature. See
Miller v. Board of Public Works, 195 Cal. 477, 234 P. 381 (1925).
113. PowERs 16, citing, e.g., Zahn v. Board of Public Works, 195 Cal. 497, 234
P. 388 (1925), affirmed, 274 U.S. 325 (1927); Miller v. Board of Public Works,
195 Cal. 477, 234 P. 381 (1925); and other cases.
114. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. L See LImVNGSTON & BLAYNEy, LAKE TAHOE
REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY: OVERALL PROGRAm DESIGN 32 (1970) [hereinafter cited
as TAHOE DESIGN].
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while promoting economic growth, with the various parts of the plan
being implemented by the zoning ordinances of the local jurisdictions.
The validity of the plan will therefore depend in part upon there being
a correlation between these two basic values-aesthetic quality and eco-
nomic stability.
At Lake Tahoe, economic stability is contingent on an adequate
supply of recreational land. Controls are therefore necessary to pre-
vent residential and industrial growth from changing the character of
the area. 115 The immediate tendency to label land use restrictions in
the basin as a "conflict between the ecological and the constitutional"" 6
should therefore be resisted. The natural beauty and splendor of the
lake and its surrounding basin is a principal lure to the traveler-the
basin economy's mainstay."17  The aesthetics of the basin are integrally
bound not only to property values but also to the general prosperity of
the region. 118 This situation is analogous to conditions in several cases
dealing with regulation for aesthetic objectives." 9
The aesthetic purpose has been upheld when coupled with an eco-
nomic interest.120  The Louisiana Supreme Court has upheld restric-
tions on architectural design and neon signs in a historic section of New
Orleans to preserve the aesthetic appeal of the area as a tourist attrac-
tion.' 2' In City of Miami Beach v. Ocean and Inland Co.' 22 a Florida
115. See JOINT STUDY COMMITTEE 46-48.
116. Commissioner of Natural Resources v. S. Volpe & Co., 349 Mass. 104, 111,
206 N.E.2d 666, 671 (1925). See discussion at note 101 supra.
117. "Despite the changes [accelerated growth resulting from the establishment of
year-round casinos and the commercialization of skiing] which have occurred, the
beauty of the lake and its surrounding forests is still a major tourist attraction, and the
viability of the recreation-based economy of the region still depends on the extent to
which this kind of natural environment can be retained." JOINT STUDY COMMITTEE
47-48. See notes 8-9 and accompanying text supra.
118. Metromedia v. City of Pasadena, 216 Cal. App. 2d 270, 30 Cal. Rptr. 731
(1963), where the court stated that "economic and aesthetic considerations together
constitute the nearly inseparable warp and woof of the fabric upon which the modern
city must design its future." Id. at 273, 30 Cal. Rptr. at 733. See United Advertising
Corp. v. Borough of Metuchen, 42 N.J. 1, 3, 198 A. 447, 449 (1964); State ex rel.
Saveland Park Holding Co. v. Wieland, 269 Wis. 262, 69 N.W.2d 217, cert. denied, 350
U.S. 841 (1955).
119. See, e.g., Burk v. Municipal Court, 229 Cal. App. 2d 696, 40 Cal. Rptr.
425 (1964).
120. National Advertising Co. v. County of Monterey, 211 Cal. App. 2d 375,
379, 27 Cal. Rptr. 136, 138 (1962) (county could prohibit billboards to maintain
the scenic beauty of the area which attracted tourists).
121. City of New Orleans v. Levy, 223 La. 14, 64 So. 2d 798 (1953). The court
held the ordinances to be in the interest of the inhabitants of New Orleans generally in
that they "[preserved] the Vieux Carre section . . .not only for its sentimental values,
but also for its commercial value ...... Id. at 29, 64 So.2d at 803. Accord, City of
Santa Fe v. Gamble-Skogmo, Inc., 73 N.M. 410, 389 P.2d 13 (1964).
122. 147 Fla. 480, 3 So.2d 364 (1941).
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court found that the success of Miami Beach as a tourist attraction de-
pended on its aesthetic appeal and therefore enjoined the use of property
in a hotel zone for purposes of a shop. The gist of these cases is not
that zoning for an aesthetic purpose is valid, but that the aesthetic pur-
pose is in fact an economic purpose; that is, the natural beauty must be
preserved if the area is to maintain its economic value.
IV. Difficulties Facing the Tahoe Regional
Planning Agency
A. Constitutional Challenges to TRPA:
The Home Rule Problem
The constitutionality of both TRPA and CTRPA has been chal-
lenged 123 on the grounds that their powers violate the various "home
rule" provisions of the California Constitution.' None of these chal-
lenges, however, appear to be well founded.
1. Municipal Affairs: Article XI, Sections 6 and 8(j)
It is contended that the ordinances implementing the regional plan
violate sections 6 and 8(j), article XI, of the California Constitution.
These constitutional provisions give charter cities the power to "make
and enforce all laws and regulations in respect to municipal affairs,
subject only to the restrictions and limitations provided in their several
charters.' 2  The provisions thus seek to prevent legislative interfer-
ence with municipal matters, 26 which have been held to include the
issuance of building permits 27 and the adoption of a general plan for a
city.' 28 Since TRPA's regional plan will restrict development, it seem-
ingly infringes upon these purely local concerns.
123. See, e.g., County of El Dorado & County of Placer v. California Tahoe Re-
gional Planning Agency, Civil No. 18311 (Super. Ct., El Dorado County, Oct. 23,
1969).
124. CAL. CONST. art. XI, §§ 6, 8(j), 11, 12, and 13. These provisions seek to
free local governments from the interference of the state legislature in local affairs.
For a detailed study, see generally, Peppin, Municipal Home Rule in California, 30
CAL. L. REV. 1 (1941), 32 CAL. L. REv. 341 (1944), 34 CAL. L. REv. 644 (1946).
For a critical discussion of the effectiveness of these provisions, prepared for the Cal.
Const. Revision Comm'n, see A. vAN ALSTYNE, BACKGROUND STUDY RELATING TO
ARTCLE XI: LOCAL GOVERNmENT (1966) [hereinafter cited as A. vAN ALSTYNEI.
125. Emphasis added. Section 6 expressly grants charter cities autonomy over
municipal affairs, while 8(1) provides that it is competent (but not mandatory) for
city charters to provide for such autonomy. This distinction is of little practical im-
portance, because city charters usually contain express language granting autonomy
over municipal affairs. A. VAN ALSTYNE at 191-92.
126. A. VAN ALSTYNE at 217.
127. Lindell Co. v. Board of Permit Appeals, 23 Cal. 2d 303, 144 P.2d 4 (1943).
128. O'Loane v. O'Rourke, 231 Cal. App. 2d 774, 42 Cal. Rptr. 283 (1965). See
also City and County of San Francisco v. Liverpool & London & Globe Ins. Co., 74
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California courts have stated, however, that the scope of "municipal
affairs" must be determined on the facts of each case 129 and from the
intended legislative purpose.130  Clearly, the legislative purpose of
TRPA is to provide an area-wide planning agency to enact a regional
plan. 3' In Santa Barbara County Water Agency v. All Persons132
the California Supreme Court recognized that the legislature had created
an agency to supply water to a county area to solve water problems that
existing local districts could not handle effectively. The agency's power
transcended the boundaries of any one municipality and therefore was
not serving a municipal purpose.' 33 It necessarily follows that such an
agency as TRPA, created to deal with environmental and governmental
problems which transcend the boundaries of several counties,' is not
serving a "municipal purpose" within the accepted meaning of the
term,' -3 5 and, consequently, it does not violate these constitutional pro-
visions.
2. Municipal Regulations Limited Only by General Law:
Article XI, Section 11
The agency's power to establish and enforce regulations to imple-
ment the regional plan'3 6 has been challenged as a violation of section
11, article XI of the California Constitution. 3 7 This section authorizes
local governments to "make and enforce within [their] limits all such
local, police, sanitary and other regulations as are not in conflict with
general laws." This provision has been construed by the courts as a
Cal. 113, 15 P. 380 (1887), where a tax on insurance premiums to be used for a fire-
men's relief fund was held to be a local matter, regardless of a state interest in the
efficency of fire departments.
129. Ex Parte Braun, 141 Cal. 204, 214, 74 P. 780, 784 (1903) (concurring
opinion).
130. Professional Fire Fighters, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles, 60 Cal. 2d 276, 32
Cal. Rptr. 830, 384 P.2d 158 (1963). The court stated that to define municipal affairs
it is necessary to determine, under the facts of each case, whether the subject matter is
of local or statewide concern. Id. at 294, 32 Cal. Rptr. at 841, 384 P.2d at 169. The
court found that the legislature was attempting to deal with labor relations on a state-
wide basis.
131. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. I(c).
132. 47 Cal. 2d 699, 306 P.2d 875 (1957).
133. Id. at 708-10, 306 P.2d at 881-82.
134. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. 11(a).
135. Santa Barbara County Water Agency v. All Persons, 47 Cal. 2d 699, 306 P.2d
875 (1957); Allied Amusement Co. v. Bryam, 201 Cal. 316, 320, 256 P. 1097, 1099
(1927); Gadd v. McGuire, 69 Cal. App. 347, 231 P. 754 (1924), where the court rec-
ognized that street and sanitary improvements were local but could only be effected by
a single, comprehensive scheme of construction that could not be adequately handled by
a single municipal authority and, as such, could not be termed municipal affairs. Id.
at 354-58, 231 P. at 757-59.
136. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. VI(a).
137. See note 123 supra.
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power granted to local government to enact penal regulations; 188 the
legislature cannot infringe upon this local power. In Gilgert v. Stockton
Port District'8" the California court stated that although the legislature
could delegate to the port district the authority to make reasonable
rules and regulations, the port district could not declare a violation of
such rules and regulations to be a crime 40 because the legislature could
not delegate authority to the district to enact penal regulations. 4'
Gilgert, however, is not analogous to TRPA's situation. While
regulatory authority has been delegated to TRPA,142 determination of
the penalty for any violation is not within TRPA's discretion.:4 3 The
legislature has itself designated that violation of such regulations is a
misdemeanor.14 4  Consequently, any violation of TRPA regulations is
"tantamount to a violation of the legislation itself."' 45  Since the legis-
lature has fixed the penalty, it has not transgressed the constitutional
prohibition against delegating this important function to any entity not
mentioned in section 11, article XI.' 46
It is well recognized that the legislature may delegate the power to
adopt and enforce reasonable rules to enforce the expressed purpose of
the legislation. 41 To avoid violation of section 11, however, the legis-
138. Peppin, Municipal Home Rule in California (pt. 3), 32 CAL. L. REV. 341,
368 (1944). This is subject, of course, to the provision that the ordinance does not
conflict with general laws.
139. 7 Cal. 2d 384, 60 P.2d 847 (1936).
140. Id. at 392, 60 P.2d at 850-51. The port district had passed an ordinance
prohibiting construction of a storage tank or wharf within a specified area and de-
clared that any violation of the ordinance was a misdemeanor, the violator subject to
fine or imprisonment.
141. Id. Since port districts were not mentioned in section 11, the legislature was
prohibited from vesting them with power to make and enforce penal ordinances.
Id. at 387-89, 60 P.2d at 848-49. Accord, In re Werner, 129 Cal. 567, 62 P. 97 (1900).
142. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. VI.
143. See CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801 (determination of the penalty to be assessed for
a violation is not mentioned).
144. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. VI(f).
145. See Moore v. Municipal Court, 170 Cal. App. 2d 548, 556, 339 P.2d 196, 200
(1959), where directors of a rural fire district, under CAr.. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE
§ 14686, had power to adopt ordinances providing rules and regulations for fire pro-
tection. The court held that the sections of the ordinances which did not prescribe
penalties may stand. Id. at 557, 339 P.2d at 201.
146. See Moore v. Municipal Court, 170 Cal. App. 2d 548, 339 P.2d 196 (1959).
See note 141 supra. A distinction between local powers and general law that clearly
applies to TRPA was stated in In re Hubbard, 62 Cal. 2d 119, 396 P.2d 809, 41 Cal.
Rptr. 393 (1964). The court stated that chartered counties and cities have full power
to legislate in regard to municipal affairs unless "the subject matter has been partially
covered by general law, and the subject is of such a nature that the adverse effect of a
local ordinance on the transient citizens of the state outweighs the possible benefit to
the [local government]." ld. at 128, 396 P.2d at 815, 41 Cal. Rptr. at 399.
147. See, e.g., Yakus v. United States, 321 U.S. 414, 423-27 (1944); Stanislaus
County Dairymen's Protective Ass'n v. Stanislaus County, 8 Cal. 2d 378, 389-90, 65
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lature must provide adequate primary standards to guide the agency in
its promulgation of rules and regulations. 4 The regional plan is to
provide orderly development and effective environmental control in the
region.' 49 Admittedly, this mandate gives the agency substantial discre-
tion, but this does not mean that the agency is without a guiding stan-
dard. The United States Supreme Court, in National Broadcasting
Co. v. United States,"' upheld a Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) licensing statute promulgated pursuant to congressional author-
ity. The guidelines in the federal enabling legislation were the "public
interest, convenience or necessity." The Court held that this phrase
means much more than a mere general reference to public welfare
without any guiding standard,' 5 ' since in this case the FCC had pre-
viously completed a thorough and comprehensive investigation of the
regulations and the necessary criteria. This is analogous to TRPA's
situation. Extensive and detailed background studies will determine the
effects of development and land use in the Lake Tahoe basin on the total
environment in the region. 152  Thus, specific criteria will be available
to judge any proposed development in the basin. These criteria should
satisfy the judicial requirement of adequate standards for delegation of
regulatory power.'5 3
3. Taxation for Municipal Purposes: Article XI, Section 12
To finance its activities, TRPA is to determine the amount of money
necessary to support its activities and apportion not more than $150,000
of this amount among the counties within the region.'" Section 12,
article XI of the California Constitution prohibits the state legislature
P.2d 1305, 1310 (1937); American Distilling Co. v. State Board of Equalization, 55
Cal. App. 2d 799, 805, 131 P.2d 609, 612 (1943) (legislative body must declare the
policy of the law).
148. United States v. Grimaud, 220 U.S. 506, 515-21 (1911); Moore v. Mu-
nicipal Court, 170 Cal. App. 2d 548, 556-58, 339 P.2d 196, 200-01 (1959), citing In re
Lasswell, 1 Cal. App. 2d 183, 198-203, 36 P.2d 678, 685-687 (1934), where the court
discusses cases concerning "primary standards."
149. CAL. GoVT CODE § 66801, art. I.
150. 319 U.S. 190 (1943).
151. Id. at 226.
152. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. V(b). See TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING
AGENCY, Tabular Summary of Elements of the Work Program (unpublished compila-
tion of work classifications to be covered in agency planning) (on file at Tahoe Re-
gional Planning Agency, 1052 Tata Lane, South Lake Tahoe, CA 95705).
153. Louis Stores, Inc. v. Dept. of Alcoholic Beverage Control, 57 Cal. 2d 749, 760,
371 P.2d 758, 763-64, 22 Cal. Rptr. 14, 19-20 (1962) (minutely-defined standards are
not necessary; sufficient standards may be found by implication from the general pur-
poses of the statute); First Indus. Loan Co. v. Daugherty, 26 Cal. 2d 545, 549, 159
P.2d 921, 923 (1945) (after declaring a policy and fixing a primary standard, the leg-
islature may delegate power to "fill up the details" by specific rules and regulations).
154. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. VII(a).
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from imposing taxes upon the counties for municipal purposes. This
provision is to protect local government from legislative interference in
their financial affairs. 5 California cases have overruled legislation
giving administrative officers and agencies the taxation power to fi-
nance their activities when the particular officer or agency was delegated
the power to prescribe the standard by which the amount of the tax
was to be determined.156 Although TRPA's power may be deemed
the power to prescribe the standard because it is to determine its operat-
ing expenses and then apportion this amount to the counties, 157 it may
be distinguished on the grounds that it is not for a "municipal pur-
pose." 158  The limitations of section 12 do not prevent the legislature
from authorizing an ad valorem tax on the counties in the Lake Tahoe
basin, because the purpose of TRPA transcends the boundaries of the
counties and is not of purely local concern.' 9
4. Delegation of Power Over Municipal Functions:
Article XI, Section 13
The last "home rule" provision requiring consideration is section
13, article XI. This provision prohibits the legislature from delegating
power with respect to local or "municipal functions," but is not vio-
lated if the subject matter delegated is statewide, 60 of statewide con-
cern1 61 or transcends local boundaries.16 2  In Fellom v. Redevelopment
155. Peppin, Municipal Home Rule in California (pt. 4), 34 CAL. L. REV. 644,
676 (1946).
156. Larabee Flour Mills Co. v. Nee, 12 F. Supp. 395, 403 (W.D. Mo. 1935);
McCabe v. Carpenter, 102 Cal. 469, 36 P. 836 (1894), where the court held that a dele-
gation to the county superintendent of the schools power to levy such tax for high
school purposes as he might deem desirable is illegal.
157. CAL,. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. VII(a). Note that TRPA is limited to ap-
portion not more than $150,000 to the counties; whereas, a limit for CTRPA is not
mentioned. Compare CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. VII(a) with CAL. GOV'T CODE
§ 67120.
158. See note 135 supra. In McCabe v. Carpenter, discussed at note 156 supra,
the court had found that a local school district comes within the provisions of sec-
tion 12, article XI, as a municipal affair. It is clear from the preceding discussion in
the text that TRPA would not be found to be serving such a local function.
159. Santa Barbara Co. Water Agency v. All Persons, 47 Cal. 2d 699, 306 P.2d, 875
(1957); Henshaw v. Foster, 176 Cal. 507, 169 P. 82 (1917); Pixley v. Saunders, 168
Cal. 152, 141 P. 815 (1914). See also A. vAN AiSTYNE 321-23, where the author
states that section 12, article XI, offers little impediment to legislative action in dealing
with major local problems of state concern.
160. People v. City of Los Angeles, 179 Cal. App. 2d 559, 4 Cal. Rptr. 531
(1960) (condemnation for state highway purposes).
161. Fellom v. Redevelopment Agency, 157 Cal. App. 2d 243, 320 P.2d 884 (1958)
(redevelopment, when enacted by the state, is a matter of statewide concern). Also,
CAL. CONST. art. XIV, § 3 declares a statewide interest in the conservation and bene-
ficial use of the domestic waters of the state: "the general welfare requires that the
Agency' 63 appellants sought an injunction against condemnation of
their property. They contended that the Redevelopment Law was un-
constitutional legislation by the state on matters of purely municipal
concern. In denying the injunction, the court stated that "redevelop-
ment, when enacted by the state, is a matter of state interest, and its
implementation is in order to effect a state objective."' 64  By creating
TRPA, the state has made development and conservation of the Lake
Tahoe basin a matter of statewide concern"' and has not contravened
this constitutional protection.
B. Organizational Defects
TRPA has met considerable local opposition. At a public hearing
prior to the adoption of the interim plan, TRPA was served with a
temporary restraining order filed by a development corporation and two
local taxpayers associations. 6 ' The order charged insufficient notice
of the hearing as required in the enabling legislation' 16 7 and alleged vari-
ous constitutional violations by the agency. 1 8  The injunction was
subsequently dissolved due to a procedural defect and the plan was
adopted.169  Local dissatisfaction with the agency and the interim
plan, however, has continued.
1. The Interim Plan
There is considerable dissatisfaction because the local govern-
ments and developers do not know what to expect from the interim plan.
Although the plan is basically a composite of the existing master plans 70
of the local governments, a project approved by a local government
utilizing existing regulations may still not satisfy agency requirements.
The interim plan does not meet the needs for regional development. It
is implemented by the existing ordinances and regulations of the vari-
water resources of the State be put to beneficial use to the fullest extent of which they
are capable, and that the waste or unreasonable use . . . be prevented....
162. See note 135 supra.
163. Fellom v. Redevelopment Agency, 157 Cal. App. 2d 243, 320 P.2d 884
(1958).
164. Id. at 247, 320 P.2d at 887.
165. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. I. See note 161 supra.
166. Lakeview Dev. Corp. v. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, Civil No. 18945
(Super. Ct., El Dorado County, Jun. 17, 1970) [hereinafter cited as Temporary Re-
straining Order].
167. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. V(a) (20 days notice required).
168. See text accompanying notes 123-65 supra.
169. Temporary Restraining Order, as amended, Jul. 21, 1970. Plaintiffs failed
to serve their supplemental memorandum of points and authorities upon defendants at
least 2 days prior to the hearing on the Order to Show Cause. Order was dissolved as
required by CAL. CODE CIV. PROC. § 527.
170. See note 97 and accompanying text supra.
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ous local jurisdictions and was finally adopted in order to fulfill the
legislative requirement that a plan be adopted within 90 days after crea-
tion of the agency.17. Thus, a project complying with local master plans
and the interim plan still may not meet the criteria which must be es-
tablished if the goals of regional development and resource control are
to be attained.' 7 2 Because project approval cannot be withdrawn by
the agency for the project's failure to comply with subsequently estab-
lished criteria, regional development is severely limited by exceptions
granted by local interests.
A recent study of basin zoning ordinances indicated that Cali-
fornia ordinances are basically dissimilar and need standardization; 73
the Nevada ordinances need generally tighter controls.174  The rather
obvious conclusion is that the local ordinances and plans reflect the in-
dividual needs of the various local governments and not the entire re-
gion.175 When TRPA reviews a proposed development project, how-
ever, it must consider the needs and limitations of the entire region.
The regulations of the individual governments must necessarily receive
secondary consideration. Any conflicts with local plans must be re-
solved in favor of regional requirements.
Thus, the interim plan has been justly criticized as not offering
adequate criteria for local planners, 76 because compliance with local
plans-the only guidelines available-offers no assurance that the pro-
ject will further regional development. In a recent agency meeting the
TRPA legal counsel informed a developer seeking a building permit
that "his difficulty [in securing a permit] was one of [attempting to
build] at the time of organization of a new agency . . . when rules and
regulations are not clearly worked out."'1 77 Such guidance is indicative
of the nature of the problem.
2. Administrative Staff
This confusion as to the criteria to be applied in reviewing pro-
171. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. V(d).
172. See Staff Paper 4 (1970); CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. V(b); JOINT
STUDY CoM =rrEE 42-43 (describing the fragile environment of the Tahoe basin).
County-wide ordinances are often inappropriate to make development practices effec-
tive in preserving the delicate ecological balance of the region.
173. R. SMrr, A COMPARISON OF EXISTnNG SUBDIVISION, ZONING AND OTHER
DEVELOPMENTAL CONTROLS IN THE LAKE TAHOE BASIN 1 (1967) (prepared for the
Lake Tahoe Regional Planning Comm'n of Nevada and California) (on file at Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency, 1052 Tata Lane, South Lake Tahoe, CA 95705).
174. Id. at 3.
175. TAnOE DESIGN 19. A recent Placer County traffic and road planning study
contained proposals for highways which did not always correspond at county or city
boundaries.
176. Interview with" Gary Chase, City Manager, City of South Lake Tahoe, in
City of South Lake Tahoe, Sept. 25, 1970.
177. TRPA Hearing 4.
posed development in the basin is rooted at least partially in the in-
sufficient staff of the agency. At present there are only an executive
director and a planning coordinator, 78 who spend most of their time
reviewing project proposals instead of planning for regional develop-
ment.1 79 The preparation of detailed criteria to evaluate any proposed
development in the basin is necessary to inform local governments and
developers of the standards necessary to secure agency approval of fu-
ture projects. The staff has not been able to prepare these criteria.
In addition, the absence of the detailed criteria required to implement the
regional plan makes it difficult for any planning expert-much less the
present local members of TRPA's governing body-to realize fully
the regional impact of a particular development project. 8 ° An ade-
quate staff would help to insure that the necessary criteria are readily
available.
3. The Governing Body
There is another significant organizational defect in the agency-
the composition of the governing body. Representatives from the re-
gion's local governments constitute a voting majority on the agency's
governing board.'"" This local control over agency decisions probably
will prevent TRPA from becoming an effective force for regional con-
trol. The agency's strongest opposition comes from the local govern-
ments,182 which are under a primary duty to serve the residents within
their particular jurisdictions. Even a representative with sincere con-
servation motives may have to submit to local political pressure to ap-
prove a revenue-generating development which expands the jurisdic-
tion's tax base, 18 especially when local sympathy is strongly opposed to
the regional authority of TRPA.184
TRPA was intended to be a regional form of government with the
power to enforce a comprehensive plan of conservation and development
178. See TAHoE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY, Proposed Work Program & Budget
for 4 QTR FY1970 and FY1971 at 19-22 (Apr. 7, 1970) (unpublished) (on file at
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 1052 Tata Lane, South Lake Tahoe, CA 95705).
179. Interview with J.K. Smith, Executive Director, TRPA, in City of South Lake
Tahoe, Sept. 25, 1970.
180. See Hearing on Protection of the Public Interest in the California Coastline
before the Assembly Comm. on Natural Resources and Conservation, Cal. Legis., Reg.
Sess. 78 (1969) [hereinafter cited as Coastline Hearing]; A.B. 2131, ch. 1, art. I, Cal.
Legis., Reg. Sess. (1970). See also Address by L. Carvert, Financing a Regional Or-
ganization in the Bay Area: A Way of Thinking About the Problem, Institute of Gov-
ernmental Studies, Apr. 18, 1970 (on file at Boalt Hall Law Library, University of
California, Berkeley, CA).
181. See CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801, art. III(a) & (g).
182. See note 123 supra. See TRPA Hearing, Exhibit C.
183. See Coastline Hearing 80 (testimony of Assemblyman Wood); JOINT STUDY
COMMITTEE 19.
184. See notes 123, 166-69 & accompanying text supra.
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in the Lake Tahoe basin. Local governments will be forced to comply
with the rules and regulations approved by the governing body.
1 85
The weakness appears at this point: Since a majority of the governing
body is composed of local members, it is doubtful that this decision-
making body will approve any rule or regulation that is not agreeable
to the local governments. The end effect may be that no decision will
be made by TRPA that would not be voluntarily enforced by the local
governments.
An increase in the governing body's membership to include more
representatives of statewide interests could prevent local domination of
TRPA policy. In January 1970 a bill was introduced in the Assembly
of the California Legislature that would have made such a change in
the membership of CTRPA's governing body.'86 The bill called for
an increase in the number of governor's appointees from one to three.
Through amendment, however, this provision was deleted, and all that
remained were appropriations for TRPA and CTRPA.187  Although
this attempt failed, increasing the strength or altering the membership
of the California agency may be the only way to improve TRPA's ef-
fectiveness in California, since Nevada would most likely disapprove of
such a change in TRPA.188
V. Conclusion
Maintaining the equilibrium between Lake Tahoe's natural en-
dowment and its manmade environment is a demanding task for any
form of regional authority. It will be especially difficult for TRPA be-
cause the legislature has failed to give it sufficient authority to accom-
plish the assignment. In fact, weak enabling legislation may well prove
to be TRPA's stumbling block to becoming an effective force in the
preservation of the basin's resources.
The enabling legislation failed to provide adequate criteria to
guide the agency in its review of proposed developments pending adop-
tion of the interim plan; nor did it create an adequate staff to prepare
the plan. The legislation required the agency to adopt an interim plan
within 90 days after formation,'89 and due to this strict time require-
ment, the agency had to adopt an inadequate interim plan which has
met with considerable local opposition.
90
The agency's activities prior to the plan's adoption were not well
185. See CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. VI(b) & (e).
186. A.B. 444, Cal. Legis., Reg. Sess. (introduced Jan. 29, 1970).
187. A.B. 444, Cal. Legis., Reg. Sess., as amended, Apr. 3, 1970.
188. See text accompanying notes 64-75 supra. CTRPA could enforce higher
standards of development if it so decided. See text and material cited at notes 83-84
supra.
189. CA.. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. V(d).
190. See notes 96-97, 166-177 & accompanying text supra.
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coordinated. Some development proposals were tabled pending adop-
tion of the plan,' 9' while others were approved without consideration
of the future plan's requirements." 02 The enabling legislation should
have either specified general criteria to be used for reviewing projects' 93
or imposed a moratorium on development in the region. 194  A mora-
torium would have been more desirable in that it would have allowed
the agency's limited staff to devote the full measure of their time to pre-
paring the interim plan.
An effective interim plan was essential to the agency's early suc-
cess. Not only would it have given local interests a clear picture of
the agency's role in basin regulation, but also it would have prevented the
deleterious impact of recent development in the region.195 Although
the agency has not been operating under the plan long enough to evalu-
ate its effectiveness, the initial response has been unfavorable.' 96
The agency does not have well-defined powers to enforce its plans.
It is without the power of injunction to restrain violations. Instead, it
must rely on criminal prosecutions for violations of the plans,9 7 the ef-
fectiveness of which is at least questionable. 9 ' Moreover, the agency
has no express power of review over the developments of local govern-
ments but must rely on them to enforce the plans or be subject to legal
action. For TRPA to regulate development in the basin effectively, it
should have well-detailed enforcement powers leaving no doubt of the
scope of its jurisdiction and authority.
Before the enabling legislation for TRPA was finally enacted, the
191. See TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY, Minutes 14-15 (Jun. 1, 1970) (pier
and buoy applications) (meeting of the technical advisory comm'n of CTRPA and
the advisory planning comm'n of TRPA) (on file at Tahoe Regional Planning
Agency, 1052 Tata Lane, South Lake Tahoe, CA 95705).
192. See TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY, Minutes 3-5 (Jun. 17, 1970) (a mo-
bile home park) (on file at Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 1052 Tata Lane, South
Lake Tahoe, CA 95705).
193. See, e.g., A.B. 2131, ch. 2, art. II, where the criteria and method of review
of proposed projects are set forth for the use of the advisory committee of the pro-
posed Coastal Zone Authority; CAL. GOV'T CODE §§ 66602-05, 66632, which state the
criteria to be used by the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Dev. Comm'n.
194. See text accompanying notes 104-107 supra. See also POWERS 47-48, where
the author concludes that a moratorium on bay fill would be upheld by California
courts as a valid exercise of police power.
195. See Tahoe Design 3, where current proposed developments for the basin are
noted. "[Clonsidering present development pressures, it is fair to say that without such
regulations [the interim plan] preparation of a regional plan and permanent regulations
would be largely academic." Id. at 12. See also JOINT STUDY COMMiTTEE 46-48.
196. See text accompanying notes 170-77 supra.
197. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 66801, art. VI(e) & (f).
198. SENATE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL SYSTEM, S. REP.
No. 1175, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 17-36 (1968) (prepared by SuECOMM. ON IMPROVE-
MENTS IN JUDICIAL MACHINERY pursuant to S. RES. 34, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967) ).
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measure experienced numerous changes. The overall effect of these
changes was to place the fate of Lake Tahoe back in the hands of the
local govemments-a result the initial legislation was intended to avoid.
A regional authority that is over-sensitive and responsive to local pres-
sures will probably be unable to make the difficult decisions necessary
to effectively regulate basin development. 199 The region is financially
dependent on tourism and tourist-related industry, a factor which, when
characterized by short-range local interests, conflicts with TRPA's goal
of protecting the basin's resources from overuse. This is an inherent
defect in the operation of TRPA; Lake Tahoe cannot be effectively
preserved as a natural treasure for the people of California and Nevada
if decisions concerning its future are based on local priorities."'°
It is to be hoped that local interests will realize that only through
regulation and orderly development of Lake Tahoe's resources will the
economic stability of the region be assured. Federal intervention may
result if TRPA does not become an effective force for basin control,20 1
and local governments will have lost the opportunity for self-determi-
nation. Preservation of the region's fragile environment offers a sig-
nificant challenge to the regional approach to land use management.
TRPA's experiences in meeting this challenge will offer guidelines for
any future regional authority that may be created to conserve natural
resources.
Gary J. Spradling*
199. S. ScoTT & J. BOLENS, GOVERNMENT: REGIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR BAY
CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 30 (San Francisco Bay Conservation and Dev.
Comm'n background study for the SAN FRANCISCO BAY PLAN, 1967).
200. This was the conclusion reached by the JOINT STuDy COMMrITrEE 5.
201. S. 2208, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1970). This is a bill to authorize the Secre-
tary of the Interior to study the feasibility and desirability of a national lakeshore on
Lake Tahoe in the State of Nevada. Considering that 48.2 percent of the land within
the Tahoe basin is within National Forests, federal intervention is not unlikely. JoNrr
STUDY COMMrTEE 48.
* Member, Second Year Class.
